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Awesome tanks 15

Bringing together great minds to brainstorm the following groundbreaking ideas is not a new concept. Ptolemy I (Sotor) of ancient Alexandria created one of the first recorded think tanks by paying the great thinkers of his day to come together and brainstorm - an effort that attracted the likes of Heron and
Archimedes. The National Center for Policy Analysis defines think tanks as idea factories, but they are also corporations, albeit non-profit. As with any start-up, practical financial and administrative considerations need to balance creativity so that the whole can thrive. Define the purpose, focus and
audience of your think tank. For example, the U.S.-based Center for Strategic and International Studies says the goal is to find ways to support U.S. awareness and prosperity through new government policies. The public that benefits directly is the U.S. government. The goal of Canada's Fraser Institute is
to explore how financial markets and government policies affect individuals, with the goal of helping individuals achieve greater health and prosperity. Your goal often comes from a need you've identified - the one that prompted you to start a think tank. Write down the problem or problems that your think
tank members will try to correct or solve. This is your goal. It then explains whether the focus will be on improving or solving the problem through research or through policy. In other words, will you attack the problem through science and technology, whether through government or organizational
initiatives? Finally, identify your audience - for whom do you improve to solve the problem? Choose an individual to act as executive director or director of the think tank. It's likely that for every problem you've identified as the goal of your think tank, there's already someone who's become an expert
through experience. For example, Kenneth Roth, executive director of Human Rights Watch since 2014, had a long and honored career in law, criminal prosecution and government research before taking up his post at HRW. He was also a veteran of several international human rights investigations. In
other words, he was someone who legitimized HRW through his experience and reputation. Find the experts on your problem and approach them about becoming part of your think tank. Choose from those interested someone with a track record as a well-known and respected expert. As executive
director, she coordinates the efforts of all other participants by assigning tasks, keeping everyone on the task, and overseeing company details such as budgets and fundraising. Set company structure. Remember that most think tanks need money and get donors and/or grants. Donors want their
contributions to be tax deductible, which requires organization as a non-profit organization. Required. subsidies usually also require this structure. The U.S. tax code stipulates that a nonprofit must be organized as a business, trust or association. The organization must have a federal employee
identification number, regardless of whether it has actual employees. In addition, you must submit the IRS form seeking approval as a nonprofit, which is provided on the IRS website, by the 27th of the month after its inception. Most non-profit structures require a board of directors and a hierarchy of
internal management. You already have your director. Now, with the rest of your structure in place, you show potential members and staffers you are serious about establishing the think tank and that it is worth their time to consider getting involved. Recruit members. Chances are you've developed a good
list of candidates when choosing your executive director. But make sure your potential membership list is varied enough to cover all the properties needed in a well-rounded think tank. You need not only experts in your problem, but also people who are familiar with project management, fundraising and
research. There are members of Human Rights Watch, government policy specialists, lawyers, lobbyists and professors from all over the world. You also recruit people who are already members of a think tank. Those who have experience working in a formal think tank environment can offer valuable
guidance if your project gets off the ground. Raising money. This includes more than just knocking on a few company doors and pitching the benefits of your think tank. It also includes applying for grant money. Both types of funding require much of the same information. Information packages requested
by both potential donors and grant applications usually include a clear statement of purpose, focus and public to demonstrate exactly what the think tank hopes to achieve. Also, include biographies and CVs from your think tank leader and others who have signed up to participate to reassure donors that
the think tank staff is qualified to address the purpose of tank and focus. Finally, provide financial information, including an operational budget, to show donors that your think tank is organized and financially viable. Think tanks govern as the place where scholars, policymakers, government officials,
politicians and other people work to find solutions to public problems. If you envisioned a group of people sitting in a huge fishbowl, hands on their chins, pondering the fate of humanity, you wouldn't be too far off the mark without the allusion to Rodin's Thinker. Over the past 50 years or so, these thought
factories have come to a huge role in shaping public order, not only in the United States, but around the world [sources: Shaikh, Troy]. Not all think tanks are created equal. Some are concerned with political issues. Others study defence or scientific science Many devote their considerable intellectual
capital to economic and social issues. Ad Despite their recent notoriety, think tanks are not very new. One of history's greatest thinkers, Plato founded what some consider to be the world's first think tank: The Academy. Plato's Academy was located in a garden just outside ancient Athens, where he and
other scholars discussed a variety of philosophical issues, including the benefits of skepticism. For example, they agreed that knowledge was uncertain and life was essentially a craps game based on probability rather than absolute truth [source: Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy]. Fast-forward to 1831
when the British Duke of Wellington founded the Royal United Services Institution [source: Rohrer]. Across the pond, the first international affairs think tank emerged in the United States in 1910 with the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and it is still active today. The Brookings Institution,
founded by philanthropist Robert Brookings in 1916, could be the archetype of the modern think tank. Growing out of the reform-minded Progressive era in the early 1900s, the nonpartisan Brookings Institution claims to be the first private organization dedicated to the fact-based study of national public
policy. In the 1930s, Brookings experts outlined the causes of the Great Depression that helped shape President Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal. Today, Brookings likes to say that it is the most quoted and most trusted think tank in the world [sources: Brookings Institution, Troy]. There is no winner of
this. Self-service is not our thing. As for pilot fish, very few shock them. Not the best decision ever made. I think she was unclear about the concept. But you did demo it that way. It's a whole new category of PC abuse. The legal mind at work. No good deed goes unpunished. Brute force is rarely a good
idea in the computer. He always gets up on the wrong side of the bed. I don't think you really understand my question. But it's a good lesson in humility. I think I've perfectly met all the requirements. Logic only takes you this far, my dear Watson. It's a whole new world here. Speed is so relative. You may
have told us a week ago. Simple mathematics blunts a computer system. They always say, if you want a job well done... Load more Download the best Shark Tanks of the year in PDF form. And remember that Shark Tank is completely new every weekday, on computerworld.com/blog/shark-tank/. Forget
your own problems with Sharky's stories about all the annoyance, consternation and triumph of a life in IT. Remember this one? Word to the Wise pilot fish gets an email from a person who is a member of a club they both belong to – and although it's not work-related, it was clearly sent from work. The
email was written as a Word document and because I did not computer, I opened it as a text document, says fish. This allowed me to see not only the note that was meant for me, but also the document history for all the other recent documents that were opened by that user in Word that day. The person
who sent me the e-mail was a lawyer. Talk about inadvertently violating customer confidentiality! I contacted her privately and discreetly and gave her a printout of some of the things in that document history. And in the next email I received from her, the history section made it clear that she left Word after
each document and restarted it before switching to another document. Last updated December 4, 2020 Didn't you take a path? Maybe you had great career dreams when you were younger, but somehow they didn't come out. Maybe you took your first job, thinking it would be a stepping stone to a better
job. I thought it was a good idea at the time, remember, but the better job never came along. Or maybe, saddled with student loans, you took a job that helped you pay them off. You paid them well, but now you feel stuck in a career you don't really like. The average person spends 90,000 hours in his life
at work. That's too much time to do something you don't like! Is it time to think about changing careers? Here are 13 things to do when making the big jump. Diagnosing your current work situation Before you change careers, it's important to find out why you're currently unhappy so you don't get into
another situation that's not right for you. Start with these considerations before making big decisions. 1. What are you passionate about? It's somewhat shocking, but research shows that 87 percent of workers have no passion for their jobs. Passion can be measured in many ways, and one person's
passion is the poison of another. Still, if you believe in your company's core mission, it really helps. How do you find your passion? Maybe you should switch careers. Try to arrange informative interviews with as many people as possible who work in the field of your dreams to make sure that making the
switch will make you feel more involved in your work. Your goal: To walk so happily into the office on Monday morning as you leave the premises on Friday afternoon. If you love your job, not a day feels too daunting. If you love your job, it doesn't feel like work. Need a little help finding your passion? This
article can help: How to find your passion and live a fulfilling life 2. Can You Keep up With Technology? Are you keeping up? And does your current company support your efforts? The speed of technology is so fast that many companies today can't keep up. This can lead to anxiety under the company's
leadership. The feeling of anxiety can filter down and affect the workers. Morale is low, and everyone fears for their Switching career, try to find a company that will allow you to learn as you grow. It also helps to consider yourself a lifelong student. These days, we all have to be. Invest the time to Dream
Big If you're sure why you want to make a move, it's time to dig into your dreams to find out exactly which way to go. 3. What does your vision look like? Athletes visualize their distinctive movements. Politicians fantasize about winning. Your job is to visualize your dream. Where do you want to work in five
years? Ten years from now? Fifteen years from now? Find out what your titles will be at any point along your new trajectory. Do you live in your current geographical area or have you moved? Ask yourself the hard questions too. Can you afford to switch careers now? Are you going to earn more money or
less than you currently do? How are you going to support those who depend on you? Once you have your vision clearly committed to paper, enter your vision through a few of the people you know best. Do your friends encourage you to pursue your vision? (If they don't, consider finding more supportive
friends.) 4. Do you know what you expect? It's harder to switch careers than it is to find a new job in your current field. It may be that you complete the move in several discreet steps. Does making a sideways move at your current company bring you one step closer to your ultimate goal? In addition to
researching your dream field online, try to surround yourself with some friends who have recently switched careers. After you've formed a rough idea of the steps that you'll need to take to get from where you are now to your new career, consider committing it to an action plan. The more concrete you
make your plan, the better. Should you be attending more networking events? Do you need to burn your online profile? Commit to action steps and put these steps into your daily calendar. You're going to do this! For example, if you've decided to switch from marriage therapy to financial planning - you've
seen enough divorces due to money matters to know there's a better way to help people - your listening skills and discretion will be an asset. Your research will determine whether you need specialized training or licenses to qualify. Then go online and add your name to each list you find for more
information. Start by calculating how you pay for your courses. A bonus you get with follow-up courses: you get access to a strong peer network. Take action time to make the move. Start to consider how to approach these steps to get where you want to go. 5. Who will support you? What if you made a
job early in your career that you regret? Now is Time to call your ex-boss and try to get together for lunch or a cup of coffee. Let them know that you are thinking of making a U-turn back to your Field. What if your sister disapproves of every idea you have? Either resolve to avoid her for the next 12 months



or call her now – and tell her that your career is switching and you don't care if she approves! Keep all naysayers at bay during this transition time. 6. What do you do every day to achieve your dream? Switching careers can be quite time consuming, but if you split the task into small pieces, tracking your
progress as you go, you have a better chance of success. Whether you're googling your dream career for a few hours, or revamping your LinkedIn profile to highlight the skills that will help you find this new job – just keep going. Career switcher's hint: Working on your new dream for an hour a day is more
productive than spending 12 hours working on it on a Sunday. The more dedicated you are to achieving your goal, the faster it will happen. 7. Does your CV emphasize the right skills? First, examine the qualifications of the position you hope to land. Then look for ways to smear them with your own skills.
While some careers require specific qualifications and credentials, there are many positions in which you make the switch that do not require additional education. Sometimes what you bring from your own background is perfect. Take stock of all the hard and soft skills you possess. For the skills you don't
have, put a plan in place to acquire them! Highlight your qualifications in a way that makes a good argument for your compatibility with the organization and position you're looking for. Keep in mind that all employers are looking for candidates with skills that show leadership and the ability to solve
problems, go through challenges, and get results. Refine the skills on your resume to include these resume 'musts'. Just make sure you only claim skills you really possess. Unless you're proficient in a software program or fluent in a second language, don't mention it. Check these questions to see what
can work for you in your search. 8. Do you have contacts in your desired career? People are remarkably forthcoming on their LinkedIn profiles. This helps in the search for employees in your dream field or a targeted company. But before you make the most of online networking, make sure your profile
content is fresh. Manage all social media accounts to show your new direction. Social media can exponentially increase your networking capabilities. Respond to the messages of your targeted contacts and ask relevant questions to get on their radar. 9. Are you networking enough? While it can be
considered old-school to tap into your organically grown (offline) network, it still comes with the best opportunities Good luck. Contact your friends and with industry connections that can help you connect. Make a point of meeting face-to-face with anyone who can offer you a lead or give a reference. You
never know what kind of opportunity will unfold from these offline connections. Read more about networking here: How to Network So You'll Get Way Ahead in Your Professional Life 10. How to be an expert in your new field? Start by building the skills you need to make your career change. LinkedIn and
many other providers offer online courses in everything from accounting software to mastering Excel. For extra credit, see if you find classes that assign online badges to complete each course. Don't be shy about adding these certificates to your online profile. Read trade journals and research on industry
trends. Write and post articles on current topics. Develop an online presence in the field of your dreams. 11. Are you willing to put yourself out there? Nonprofits often seek volunteers to help them with their outreach, social media, fundraising, and more. Once you have mastered the necessary skills, you
need to make sure that the head of the organization or a board member write a glowing recommendation for you. Depending on your desired career, it is possible to take an assignment at a company where you learn at work. A freelance gig allows you to polish your skills, make connections and prove that
you are serious about this career change. For example, if your dream is to transform your talent for attracting followers through snappy postings in a career as a social media manager, don't be afraid to pitch your services. Most companies need someone to manage their online presence and can be happy
with your new strategy. Switching careers Now that you've taken the steps to switch careers, you cherish the success you've found. 12. How can you reward yourself? Set what benchmarks you need to achieve when you start switching careers, and think of them as a cause for mini-celebrations. Find
economical ways to reward yourself. However, hold out for the big, pop-the-champagne celebration until you land your dream job. 13. Has the risk paid off? People who prefer to play safely throughout their career often fall short of their potential. Research shows that the main reason executives derail is an
inability to change. It takes a great deal of courage to take a new path. And if you succeed, it feeds your confidence. You have an air of self-assurance about you and a can-do mind that stands out. And best of all, you will have moved from a dead end or lackluster to realize one in which you pour your
passion and sense of self-development. Don't be afraid to change your career path once you've outgrown the one you're in. Move on to intentional career satisfaction and you'll reap great rewards by realizing joys of job satisfaction. More tips on switching career photo credit: Kevin Bhagat via
unsplash.com unsplash.com
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